2014 Great Lakes Solo Series (GLSS)
1.

Event organizers should contact the GLDIV SDC to request a date for a GL Series
Event.

2.

All GL Series Events must be sanctioned by the SCCA and must adhere to current
SCCA Solo Rules.

3.

Event organizers must forward official results containing the following information for
each entrant to the GLDIV SDC within seven (7) days after the event:

a.

a.

Regions are allowed to run local classes at the GL Series Event.

Entrant’s full name and contact information

b.

Car class, number, make and model

c.

Raw times with penalties for each run

d.

Entrant’s membership number and Region of Record

e.

It is preferred that the information described above be provided the day of the
event if possible. If a computer is used for registration and/or event results,
then an electronic copy and a hard copy print-out is preferred. Results will be
posted on the Great Lakes Solo Series website so that organizers do not need
to send out results.

Series Points and Awards
1. The GLSS will be comprised of typically 4 to 8 Solo Events per year. This number
will be set before the beginning of the competition season, but may be subject to
change due to circustances beyond the GLDiv SDC’s control. The points are given
for “Days of Competition” so the GLSS could find itself with 6 events but 8 or 9 days
of competition.
2.

a.

DNF……………………………..=20 Points /Day

b.

DNS or DSQ……………………= 0 Points/Day
(Entrant's Time - Class Winning Time)

4.

5.
6.

# of Days to Qualify
2
3
3
4
5
6

# of Days Used
3
3
4
5
7
9

Ties will be decided by head-to-head competition
Series awards will be distributed in accordance with the current SCCA Solo
Rulebook, based on the average number of competitors in each car class OR the total
number of series-eligible entrants in each car class, whichever provides more awards.
Non-eligible competitors finishing in a series award position will not be given an
award and the award positions for the associated class will be increased by one if more
eligible competitors exist in the class.

Competitors
1.
2.
3.

Competitors may enter each eent only once and may not enter an event in mor than
one car class.
Competitors must be members of a Great Lakes Division Region to earn series awards.
The official GLSS Logo Sticker must be displayed in an upright position on both sides
of each competitor’s vehicle during GLSS event competition. There may be a charge
to the competitors or Regions for the Series Stickers.

GLSS Points and Championship Awards will awarded for each day of competition as
follows:

Points/Eve nt = 100 − ( 900 ×

3.

Total # of Days/Series
4
5
6-7
8-9
10-13
14-16

(

Class Winning Time

)

)

Competitors who complete at least one timed run per day of an event will receive a
minimum of 20 points for that day.
Competitors must compete in the number of GLSS events indicated in the following
table in the same car class to qualify for Series Awards. Only one award will be given
to competitors who qualify in more than one car class. Competitor’s best GLSS
finishes will be used to compute series points in each car class based on the table
below. Scores used for series points will be rounded to the nearest whole point.
Maximum score for non-winners is 99 points.
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